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II.

Introduction and Outline of this Report

A.

Introduction

The rapid growth of Liquid Alternative Investments (LAI) has had a profound effect on
all aspects of the investment management industry, effecting investors, investment
managers, and asset management companies around the world. It has blurred the
distinction between formerly segregated parts of the industry – notably hedge funds and
mutual funds – and led to competition between the various groups. It has provided
investors – both retail and institutional – with a new tool for their portfolios, although
many are not certain of its benefits. Investment advisors, meanwhile, have been hard at
work learning about this new area and how to incorporate it into their asset management
and advisory activities. Most recently, the growth of the industry has piqued the interest
of the Securities and Exchange Commission which has issues warnings and started to
look at mutual fund companies regarding the safety of LAI and the manner in which they
are marketed.
The growth of LAI comes at a crucial time in the investment management industry. The
Credit Crisis of 2008 radically changed the nature of the industry, which is still reacting
to its aftereffects. Investors have become much more sensitive to the possibility of large
losses and are seeking methods to reduce downside risk in their portfolios. Asset
management companies that were formerly protected in “silos” are now reviewing and
changing their products, target clients and distribution systems. Investment advisors are
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looking for the tools to supplement and replace the traditional 60/40 portfolio that has
served them well for 30 years prior to the Credit Crisis.
B.

Sea Changes in the Investment Management Industry

The growth of LAIs is one of a number of sea changes occurring in the investment
management industry, many of them brought on by the Credit Crisis of 2008 and the
subsequent changes in financial markets and government regulation. These changes are
interlinked and promise to effect investors, investment managers, advisors, mutual fund
companies, ETFs, hedge funds, asset management companies, and other industry
participants. We summarize some of the factors here and expand them in the subsequent
chapters.
1.

Investor Challenges in the New Environment

Investors drive the $30 trillion investment management industry which must respond to
the needs and fears of its clients. These have changed dramatically with the aftereffects
of the Credit Crisis and the current economic environment. Some the areas of note for
the future of liquid alternative investments include the following:
•

The 2008 crisis has fundamentally changed investors’ priorities from a main
emphasis on investment returns and alpha generation to an emphasis on
diversification and downside protection (or principal preservation), especially in
the case of a steep market downdraft

•

As we discuss in detail in the second part of this report, investors have had the
investment wind in their backs for decades with strong equity markets backed by
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strong economic growth and appreciating bond markets. They are now faced with
extremely low interest rates and slow and uncertain economic growth.
•

The result has been a rethinking of the traditional 60/40 stock/bond portfolio that
has been the mainstay of investments

•

Complicating the issue is the changes in the investment management industry in
terms of organization and scale of the companies, the host of new products, and
the changes in the investment paradigm that has governed the industry for the past
four decades. Individuals and institutions have been struggling to develop
portfolio strategies to meet their changing needs. The role of alternative
investments in investor portfolios has been an important part of this development.
2.

Competition among Asset Management Firms

As an indication of the growing importance of this market segment, the world’s largest
asset management firms – mutual funds, banks, hedge funds and private equity firms –
are jostling to gain a strong competitive position in the LAI area with a proliferation of
products, sales, platforms and education. The stakes are large and in some cases make or
break. At least some of the dynamics at play include:
•

Mutual funds have seen the assets they manage decline for the first time in
decades because of competition from hedge funds and ETFs

•

Actively managed mutual funds have come under increasing criticism as unable
to justify their fees; these were the funds that have higher fees and are more
valuable to mutual fund companies

•

LAIs typically have fees as high as, or higher, than other actively managed mutual
funds; mutual fund companies view them as replacements for the decline in
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traditional actively managed fund assets and revenues. However, mutual funds
need to develop the tools, knowledge and culture to survive in this space.
•

Hedge funds have long eyed the $30 trillion investment market that has been
monopolized by mutual funds and other regulated asset management companies.
Although the fees in this market are smaller, the potential volume makes it
potentially highly lucrative. However, hedge funds need to develop a distribution
mechanism that can tap these customers as well as the organization and culture to
survive in the regulated ’40-Act environment, which means making a large
commitment in terms of time and money.
3.

Investment Managers in the Middle

As with investors, investment managers are regrouping in the face of the events of the
Credit Crisis and the significant changes in the economic environment over the past
decade. The reigning industry paradigm of a 60/40 stock/bond portfolio has come under
attack and investment managers have had to adapt to new products and investment
strategies.
Industry surveys have shown a strong desire on the part of investment managers to use
and recommend liquid alternative investments for their clients. However, they equally
show that there is a strong need for training and education in how these products work
and how they fit into investors’ portfolios. 1

“The Rise of Liquid Alternatives & the Changing Dynamics of Alternative Product Manufacturing and
Distribution.” Citi Prime Finance. May 2013. See also “Asset Management 2020 A Brave New World.”
PWC. 2014.
1
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This need for investment managers to learn to adapt and grow in the post-liquid
alternative industry has been reinforced by the SEC’s announcement that it plans to
investigate the extent to which LAIs really live up to the claims made on their behalf by
producers and advisors. No matter what the outcome of the investigation, the gauntlet
has been thrown down that investment managers need to carefully develop policies,
procedures and compliance mechanisms to handle LAIs.
C.

Outline of this Report

This report is divided into three major sections which together address the major aspects
of the liquid alternative investment phenomena from the viewpoint of investors,
investment managers and asset management companies.
Part I: Liquid Alternatives: What are they and how do they operate?
This section documents the growth of the LAI. It will look at the history, growth and
strategies pursued by LAIs and discusses how they fit in with other parts of the
investment management industry and with alternative investments in general. It
examines the mechanics of how mutual funds and ETFs function, how they differ from
each other and from other alternative investments, and the benefits and risks associated
with each structure.
Part II: Liquid Alternatives in Investment Portfolios
The second section examines the role of LAI and alternative investments in general in
investors’ portfolio. Criticism of the performance of LAIs and hedge funds, and the
associated fees extracted by both, is examined and evaluated with reference to both
industry and academic analyses. We also examine the crucial role played by manager
selection and portfolio construction in the context of LAIs and alternatives in general.
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Part III: LAI and the Future of the Asset Management Industry
The third section draws out the present and future changes wrought by LAI on the
investment management industry for asset management companies (mutual funds, hedge
funds, fund of hedge funds, private equity firms, ETF providers) and intermediaries
(registered investment advisors, investment consultants, mutual fund distributors and
hedge fund marketers). We look at how these actors are positioning their product and
distribution systems to take advantage of the changes in the industry and point to the
changes that will drive the industry going forward.

Part I: Liquid Alternatives: What are they and how do they
operate?
III.

Defining the LAI Universe

A.

Narrow Definition of LAI as Liquid Hedge Funds

One reason for the confusion between traditional and liquid alternative investments is
because the dividing line is a result of only one characteristic: the degree of liquidity of
the different funds. However, this distinction obscures the many similarities between
traditional and liquid alternatives, making comparisons between them more difficult to
the detriment of investors who should be able to compare the gamut of alternative
investments open to them.
1.

What defines a Hedge Fund?

There is no one accepted definition of hedge funds; rather hedge funds are typically
described by a combination of characteristics that include the following:
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•

Hedge funds pool assets from multiple investors in a limited partnership structure
with a general partner and investment manager.

•

They are offered to a restricted group of investors that meet regulatory criteria of
qualified investors.

•

Hedge funds are limited in the extent to which they can market themselves and
can offer shares only on a basis of a private bank placement memorandum.

•

They are largely exempt from the Security and Exchange Commission (SEC)
regulation governing investment companies, although that has changed to some
extent for larger hedge funds with the implementation of the new Dodd-Frank
legislation.

•

Investors face restrictions on the redemption of their units or shares that may be as
short as three months or as long as several years.

•

Hedge funds have high investment minimums, sometimes as high as $5,000,000.

•

Hedge funds frequently stop taking in additional money from new investors.”2

A more meaningful approach is to highlight the most common elements among these
funds, which we argue is their common use of the strategies, tools and markets that have
become identified with hedge funds and private equity funds over the past two decades.
The chart below presents this idea in graphic form by combining traditional and liquid
alternatives into one grouping based on what they actually do: i.e., the types of strategies,
tools and market positions they adopt.

2

All About Hedge Funds, Ezra Zask, McGraw Hill: New York, 2013, pp. 4-5
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Exhibit .: Hedge Fund Strategies and Tools

Alternative
Mutual
Funds

Alternative
ETFs

(Traditional)
Limited
Partnership Hedge
Funds and Private
Equtiy Funds

Alternative
UCITS

Hedge Fund
and Private
Equity
Strategies
and Tools

Other
"Liquid"
Alternatives

As a working definition, we can describe alternative investments as funds that have one
or more of the following characteristics:
•

They invest in assets and markets that were not part of the traditional investment
universe

•

They are thus relatively uncorrelated with the major stock and bond markets

•

They use tools and strategies that were typically associated with hedge funds and
private equity funds, notably leverage, short selling and derivatives

Within this broad definition, there are a number of characteristics that distinguish
traditional and liquid alternatives, including liquidity, transparency, regulation, structure,
management, distribution and investors, as shown in the chart below.
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Exhibit .: Characteristics of Liquid Alternative Funds and Hedge Funds
Alternative Mutual
Funds

Hedge Funds

ETFs

Seek to deliver hedge
fund-like returns
without an actual
investment in hedge
funds
Daily

Actively managed
portfolios that seek to
maximize absolute returns

Actively managed
portfolios of hedge funds
designed to meet the
portfolio objective

Redemption notice and
minimum lockup

Continuous pricing and
redemption

Position Level
Transparency

Yes, with time delay

No

Yes

Available to a
Broad Investor
Base
Structure

Yes

No

No

1940 Act mutual fund

Limited Partnership

1940 Act Fund

Investor
Qualification

Retail & Institutional

Qualified Purchaser /
Accredited Investor

Retail and Institutional

Fees

12b-1, sales charge,
management fee, other
administrative
expenses

Management and
performance fee (typically
"2/20"), other
administrative expenses

Management and
performance fee
(typically "1/10" plus
underlying fund fees),
other administrative
expenses

Minimum
Investment

$2,500 (taxable
accounts) / $250
(IRAs)

$250,000 to $5 million;

One Share

Pricing

Daily

Monthly

Continuous

Tax Reporting

1099s

K-1s

K-1s

Transparency

Higher

Lower

Lower

Regulation

1940 Act limits on
structure, shorting
leverage

Exempt from 1940
Investment Act

1940 Act limits on
structure, shorting
leverage

Profile

Liquidity

UCITS

At least bimonthly; in
practice, daily or
weekly
Yes, with time
delay

1940 Act limits on
structure, shorting
leverage

$1 million typical
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B.

Broad Definition of Alternative Investments: a Core/Satellite Approach
1.

Liquid Alternative Investment Company Alternative Satellites

LAIC takes a broad view of alternative investments in keeping with the overwhelming
evidence that investors and investment advisors view any instrument that provides
portfolio diversification and downside protection as an alternative to their core traditional
investments. We have identified 4 Satellites (in addition to the Core Traditional Satellite)
which comprise the building blocks of a diversified portfolio.
LAIC’s Services (found on www.liquidaltinvest.com) provides a database of 1400 funds
that are classified as alternatives under this broader definition. It also provides a Fund
Screener and Portfolio Builder that allows for identifying and comparing funds that meet
users’ criteria and for building and testing portfolios with various combinations of
Satellites.
Exhibit .: Portfolio Building Blocks

Alternative
Beta
Core
Traditional

Real Assets

Hedge
Fund
Strategies

Investment
Portfolio
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2.

Alternative Investments and Modern Portfolio Theory

Modern portfolio theory (MPT) is a theory of finance that attempts to maximize portfolio
expected return for a given amount of portfolio risk, or minimize risk for a given level of
expected return, by choosing the proportions of various assets. First formulated by Harry
Markowitz in his seminal article, “Portfolio Selection" in the 1952 Journal of Finance,
MPT is a mathematical formulation of the concept of diversification in investing, with the
aim of selecting a collection of investment assets that has collectively lower risk than any
individual asset. This is possible, intuitively speaking, because different types of assets
often change in value in opposite ways. Modern portfolio theory states that any asset that
is uncorrelated (or more accurately not very highly correlated) to other assets in a
portfolio places the resulting portfolio in a more favorable position on the efficient
frontier, resulting in a portfolio that has a more favorable risk/return profile than the
original portfolio.
Exhibit .: Strategy Classification
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3.

The Core Traditional Portfolio

The initial diversified portfolios established following Markowitz’ work were added to
over the years, in part due to the work of Fama and French, until the development of the
“core” portfolio that is widely accepted by investors. Their development of the “threefactor model” – which found that an investment portfolio’s risk and return profile can be
improved by incorporating stocks with different “styles” notably a stock’s sector, size
(small v. large cap) and whether it could be characterized as value or growth. This led to
the development of sector funds, various company size funds (ranging from micro-cap to
large cap) and value and growth funds. Developed country stocks and bonds also entered
into traditional portfolios as part this trend, resulting in the diversified core investment
portfolio.
4.

Hedge Fund Strategies

While the greater part of the asset management industry was developing and using core
and non-traditional products, hedge funds and private equity funds were developing,
using and refining tools and strategies that would define the alternative investment
universe, notably the use of shorting, leverage and derivatives, as well as a wide
flexibility in their choice of strategies, markets and tools. The chart below bears witness
to the phenomenal growth of hedge funds over the past two decades. Despite a large
redemption in 2008, hedge fund assets are back above previous record levels, with
current assets of around $2.5 trillion.
While hedge funds and private equity have been around for over 30 years, it was only
when institutional investors (and their consultants) became comfortable and overcame
their earlier reluctance to invest in alternatives that the industry experience its most rapid
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growth. The largest growth spurt for hedge fund investments came in the 2000s as
institutional investors overtook individuals as the largest hedge fund investors.
Exhibit .: Growth of Hedge Fund Assets Under Management
2,500

Billions of Dollars

2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Following the wide acceptance of hedge funds and private equity by large segments of
the investment community it took only the development of forms and structures that
could accommodate hedge fund strategies in regulated form for the LAI industry to grow.
5.

Real Assets: Commodities, Real Estate and Infrastructure

The search for both additional portfolio diversification and as a potential hedge against
inflation led to the introduction of “real assets” into a portfolio mix, notably investments
in real estate and commodities. Many investment advisors and managers include these in
the alternative investment bucket. However, we treat them separately from alternative
investments because they do not incorporate the characteristics of hedge funds as
described below. LAIC’s database includes funds that pursue these strategies, but as a
separate category from alternatives.
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6.

Enhanced Yield: High Yield, Emerging Markets, Asset Backed

The search for diversification and higher returns led to investments in high yield fixed
income instruments and currency strategies. The former included not only corporate
“junk bonds” but also emerging market debt and, at a later time, structured fixed income
products such as asset backed securities. These investments were partly intended to
provide portfolio diversification as well as to offset the decline in interest rates during the
2000s. Currency as a standalone investment (as distinct from a hedge of international
currency exposure) was another strategy which also included carry trades and
investments in emerging market, local currency denominated bonds.
7.

Alternative Beta Strategies

Over the past several years, a group of investment strategies have been developed, almost
exclusively in the 40-Act, liquid space, that are sometimes labelled as part of liquid
alternative investments. These strategies are often grouped under the “Smart Beta”
umbrella and include risk parity, low volatility, momentum and inverse and leveraged.
As seen below, funds that use these strategies have gained significant assets in the past
several years. However, as we discuss more fully below, these strategies are more
properly seen as adaptations of core and traditional investments and not as alternative
investments.
C.

Hedge Funds and LAIs on the Liquidity Spectrum

Liquidity is especially important in comparing investments in general, and hedge funds
and liquid alternative investments in particular. This is true for at least two reasons.
From an investor’s perspective, knowledge of an investment’s liquidity is a key
requirement for making portfolio decisions about the investors’ own liquidity needs. In
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addition, liquidity is important because of the widely-held belief, perhaps most famously
associated with David Swensen, Chief Investment Officer of the Yale University
Endowment, that investors that are able to invest in less liquid asserts are able to earn a
“liquidity premium” in the form of returns above those of more liquid investments. 3
As shown below, investments in general vary widely in the extent to which investors are
allowed to redeem their holdings and are informed of the funds’ holdings, with private
equity at the illiquid/opaque end of the spectrum and long only passive ETF & index
mutual funds on the other.
Hedge funds and liquid alternative investments lie in the middle range of liquidity and
transparency, clearly distinct from private equity and long only funds. Because of their
proximity, we have designated that section of the liquidity continuum as “liquid and near
liquid investments.”

Transparency (Low to High)

Exhibit .: Liquid and Near Liquid Investments

Alternative Mutual
Funds and ETFs

Long Only Mutual
Funds and ETFs

Alternative UCITS
Hedge Funds

Private Equity
Liquidity (Low to High)

3

See for example: http://www.ifa.com/articles/liquidity_risk_factor
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IV.

Comparing Performance of Hedge Funds and Liquid Alternative

Investments
The common opinion, at least in the hedge fund industry, is that liquid alternatives will
fall short of the performance of private hedge funds. The basis for this belief has to do
with the fundamental rationale for hedge fund investments: that the limitations placed on
mutual funds, ETFs and UCITS in terms of leverage, use of derivatives, liquidity and
lockups, use of derivatives and strategy flexibility will prevent them from achieving the
same results as hedge funds.
A.

Liquidity, Leverage and Expenses
1.

Daily Liquidity is a Double Edged Sword

Daily liquidity is undoubtedly one of the benefits of LAIs. However, it may also be a
source of weakness in at least three ways: 1) We have no experience with how LAIs deal
with sudden market illiquidity or large redemption requests; 2) LAIs limit the extent to
which investors are able to take benefit from the “liquidity premium,” and 3) the need to
hold cash limits the ability of LAIs to take advantage of relatively illiquid opportunities.
It is estimated that 70% of liquid alternative investment funds started after 2008, which
means that we have little experience with how they would have fared during the Credit
Crisis, especially in providing downside protection for their investors. Similarly, we have
little experience in how these funds deal with severe liquidity crises as we witnessed in
2008. In addition, LAIs are denied the ability to limit or restrict redemptions and provide
a buffer against asset fire sale.
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The risk of large redemptions is one that needs to be taken seriously. Investors are
relatively unfamiliar with some of the strategies and derivatives used by LAIs and many
don’t fully understand the reasons why their returns may follow different patterns that the
major markets. It is conceivable that this lack of understanding could lead to sudden
large redemptions from a mutual fund or massive sales in ETFs. All but the most liquid
markets in S&P 500 or government bonds could be negatively affected if such a run were
to develop.

B.

Limits on Liquid Alternatives’ leverage

Another potential drawbacks of liquid alternatives is their restriction on leverage
compared to hedge funds. Leverage is especially important for strategies – notably fixed
income arbitrage and market neutral strategies -- that have positions with thin profit
margins and need leverage to make the returns attractive. Although leverage is a double
edged sword that can multiply losses as well as gains, it certainly provides higher returns
when the strategy works.
Differences in the amount of leverage between funds (and this is true for hedge funds as
well as liquid alternative investments) make it difficult to separate the alpha (manager
skill) produced by the fund from the beta return (market return) because leverage may
produce large gains that may be measured as alpha but are actually leveraged returns on
market movements. In other words, highly leveraged strategies may seem to be
producing alpha merely because they took on additional risk through leveraging.
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In order to isolate alpha for these funds the returns that are due to leverage need to
“backed out” of the total return by multiplying the total return returns by the inverse
leverage ratio. For example, a fund that reported 12% annual returns while utilizing 30%
leverage has an unlevered return of only 8.4% for the purposes of determining alpha
(12% x ((1-30%)/1)). Of course funds that use higher leverage would need to discount
their returns even more. 4
One of the ways that hedge funds gain leverage is through the use of derivatives such as
swaps, futures and options, which often only require a margin for a fraction of their
nominal value. The increasing use of derivatives by mutual funds and ETFs will serve to
increase their leverage and reduce the differences between the alternative funds.
C.

Return, Fees and Expenses

While the differences between hedge funds and liquid alternatives cited above argue in
favor of lower returns for the latter, fees and expenses are assumed favor mutual funds
because of hedge funds’ incentive compensation.
However, this conclusion has been challenged. In a broad study performed by
Morningstar, it was found that when front-end loads (a sales commission or fee paid to
intermediaries such as financial planners, brokers and investment advisors at the time of
sale; front-end loads are separate from fund expenses) are included, fund expenses may
be considerably higher than the average hedge fund:

“The Risk in Hedge Fund Strategies: Alternative Alphas and Alternative Betas.” William K. H. Fung and
David A. Hsieh. Centre for Hedge Fund Research and Education, London Business School, U.K. and
Fuqua
School of Business, Duke University, U.S.A.
4
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However, a study performed by Morningstar looking at data from 269 actively
managed liquid alternative funds casts some doubt on this claim. Morningstar
found that, the average fund expense ratio for this group is 1.91%. Potentially
more telling is the dispersion, as the top quarter has a range of 2.25% to 5.13%
with an average of 2.8%. To put this into perspective, hedge funds' much
maligned “2 & 20” fee structure equated to a 2.7% investor all-in fee, using HFR
Research's broadest index over a the past 15 years. If we were to include just the
front-end loads, the top quartile's average fund expenses paid increases to 3.28%
(assuming a five-year average holding period). In order to equate this to the hedge
fund return series discussed above, investors in these liquid alternative funds
would need to provide an outsized manager payout of “2 & 37.” 5
One difficulty in comparing liquid alternative funds to hedge funds is that liquid
alternatives are required to divulge their expenses (in a measure known as “expense
ratio” – i.e., the ratio of expenses to the fund’s assets) hedge funds’ expenses are included
in the total returns and not reported separately.
A full discussion of expenses for hedge funds and liquid alternatives would take a paper
of its own. We refer readers to “Are Actively Managed Mutual Funds Really Worth It? A
Study on Performance of ETFs, Active and Passive Mutual Funds in Denmark, Europe
and USA” published in early 2013 by Otto N. Friedrichsen of Aarhus University,
Business & Social Sciences. The paper addresses the impact of fees active mutual fund
performance, including liquid alternative funds. 6 While the focus is on active
management broadly, the insights into the impact of higher fees on investor performance
are readily applicable to liquid alternative investments. (For more information on hedge
fund fees see “The Economics of Hedge Funds: Alpha, Fees, Leverage, and Valuation”

“Alternative Mutual Funds – A good alternative?” WealthAlly.com. Aug 17, 2013.
Read more http://erfolgsebook.de/2013/12/07/alternative-mutual-funds-a-good-alternative-2/
6
http://pure.au.dk/portal-asbstudent/files/52840410/Are_Actively_Managed_Mutual_Funds_Really_Worth_It_A_Study_On_Performa
nce_of_ETFs_Active_and_Passive_Mutual_Funds_in_Denmark_Europe_and_USA.pdf
5
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published in 2011 which provides an in-depth look at the impact of fees on hedge fund
performance in the industry. 7)
D.

Comparative Performance: The Evidence to Date

The evidence on the relative performance of hedge funds and liquid alternatives is slim,
partly owing to the brief track record of liquid alternative investments and the different
manner in which expenses are accounted for. However, some recent studies bring into
question the assumption that liquid alternatives will necessarily underperform hedge
funds, at least for some strategies.
1.

Performance Drag

A recent study compared the performance of Alternative Multi-Manager Mutual Funds
(AMMF) to the HFR Investible Fund of Funds Index for the years 202 and 2013 and
found that, on average, the AMMF funds (listed in table below) underperformed the HFR
index by 200 basis points a year. However, the authors point out the 1) there are
relatively few AMMFs and 2) a two year comparison may not tell the full story.
However, they also point out the investors may be willing to pay these 200 basis points
for the liquidity and transparency offered by fund of funds as compared to alternative
mutual funds.8

7

http://www0.gsb.columbia.edu/faculty/nwang/papers/hfpaper45.pdf
“Performance Drag of Alternative Multi-Manager Mutual Funds,” by Andrew D. Beer and Michael O
Weinberg, Beachhead Capital Management,
www.beachheadcapital.com/Articles/Performance%20Drag%20of%20Alternative%20MultiManager%20Mutual%20Funds.pdf
8
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Exhibit .: Performance Drag

The summary statistics comparing this group of AMMF and Fund of funds is presented in
the following table:
Exhibit .: Fee-Equivalent Performance Drag
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The Case for Alternative Investments: Performance and Portfolio Benefits
E.

From Alpha to Smart Beta: Changing Definitions of Alternative Investment

Performance
Numerous studies and research has been generated over the years devoted to the issues
surrounding the performance of alternative investments and their benefits to investors.
Unfortunately for investors, the conclusions of this research is often contradictory. The
issues are incredibly complex and the conclusions differ partly because the research is
often based on differing time periods and using different data. Hedge fund data has
numerous problems, some of which are discussed in Chapter X.
One of the problems in evaluating the benefits of hedge funds is that the measure of
performance and supposed nature of these benefits has changed over time. Since the
early 1990s hedge funds have gone through five distinct phases: 1) The “home run years”
when hedge funds were expected to earn outsized returns (1990-1998) 2) Absolute
returns when hedge funds were expected to show positive returns regardless of market
movements, 3) Downside risk protection, especially during market crises and fat-tailed
events, 4) Sources of diversification by offering alternative betas, which differed from
traditional stock and bond market betas, and 5) and sources of alpha that differed from
other investments.
The resulting efforts of hedge funds to highlight their benefits to investors led the
Economist to spoof hedge funds in the following article:
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FROM ALPHA TO SMART BETA
THE INDUSTRY’S LANGUAGE IS CHANGING

February 18th, 2012
Dear Investor,
In line with the rest of our industry we are making some changes to the
language we use in our marketing and communications. We are writing
this letter so we can explain these changes properly. Most importantly,
Zilch Capital used to refer to itself as a “hedge fund” but 2008 made it
embarrassingly clear we didn't know how to hedge. At all. So like many
others, we have embraced the title of “alternative asset manager”. It's
clunky but ambiguous enough to shield us from criticism next time
around. We know we used to promise “absolute returns” (ie, that you
would make money regardless of market conditions) but this pledge has
proved impossible to honour. Instead we're going to give you “riskadjusted” returns or, failing that, “relative” returns. In years like 2011,
when we delivered much less than the S&P 500, you may find that we
don't talk about returns at all.
It is also time to move on from the concept of delivering “alpha”, the skill
you've paid us such fat fees for. Upon reflection, we have decided that
we're actually much better at giving you “smart beta”. This term is
already being touted at industry conferences and we hope shortly to be
able to explain what it means. Like our peers we have also started talking
a lot about how we are “multi-strategy” and “capital-structure agnostic”,
and boasting about the benefits of our “unconstrained” investment
approach. This is better than saying we don't really understand what's
going on.
Some parts of the lexicon will not see style drift. We are still trying to
keep alive “two and twenty”, the industry's shorthand for 2%
management fees and 20% performance fees. It is, we're sure you'll agree,
important to keep up some traditions. Thank you for your continued
partnership.
Zilch Capital LLC”
The Economist
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F.

The Case for the Benefits of Alternative Investments

With so much at stake, the hedge fund and asset management industry has invested large
amounts of time and money documenting the benefits of hedge funds to investors. The
list below are a sampling of some of the more widely distributed research publications
from sources that are well-known to investors and industry professionals.
Representative Studies of the Portfolio Benefits of Hedge Funds
•

The Value of the Hedge Fund Industry to Investors, Markets and the Broader
Economy, Center for Hedge Fund Research, Imperial College, 2012; with KPMG
and AIMA

•

Hedge Funds as Diversifiers in Institutional Portfolios, Commonfund, August
2013

•

Apples to Apples: How to better understand hedge fund performance; AIMA,
2014

•

Hedge Fund Investing: How to Optimize Your Portfolio, Credit Suisse, 2012

•

Hedge Funds in Strategic Asset Allocation, LYXOR Research, March 2014

•

Quant Corner: the ABCs of Hedge Funds: Alphas, Betas and Costs; Roger
Ibbotson, Peng Chen and Kevin Zhu, Morningstar Investment Observer

•

The Case for Hedge Funds, Goldman Sachs Asset Management, 2013

•

Essentials of Alternatives, Guggenheim Investments, 2012
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•

The New Diversification: Open Your Eyes to Investments, a Conversation with
Professor Christopher Geczy, BlackRock, 2013

From these publications, and other industry sources, the benefits that are most often
attributed to hedge funds attribute to hedge funds are the following:
1. Hedge funds provide higher returns and alpha than other investments
2. Hedge funds provide absolute returns, showing positive returns under all market
conditions
3. Hedge funds provide risk protection insurance because they suffer smaller
declines than other investments during market downturns
4. Hedge funds improve the risk adjusted returns of a portfolio because of their low
correlation with other investments
The desired benefits of hedge funds are nicely summarized are nicely summarized in a
PIMCO article as follows:
Investors are beginning to more fully understand that hedge funds and alternatives
are more than just high risk/higher return investments. Instead, institutions are
taking a closer look for the purposes of capital preservation, mitigating downside
risk and generally taking a more active approach to managing their
portfolios. Rather than viewing them as a separate asset class, institutional
investors are increasingly deconstructing alternatives into risk and attribution
themes.

In the discussion that follows, we use research material from a Goldman Sachs
publication, The Case for Hedge Funds, as representative of the research that is widely
disseminated in the industry.
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1.

The Performance Years: Hedge Funds Provide Higher Returns

and Greater Alpha
The analysis provided by Goldman Sachs in “The Case for Hedge Funds” purports to
show that hedge funds have provided greater returns over time than global equities, fixed
income and high yield securities and commodities. However, in terms of investors’
expectations, the emphasis on the ability of hedge funds to significantly outperform other
investments was more prevalent in the 1990’s when outsized returns were earned by the
likes of George Soros and hedge fund assets were largely provided by high net worth
individuals.
Exhibit .: Hedge Funds Have Outperformed Most Asset Classes
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Similarly, the chart below is meant to show that hedge funds provide a significant amount
of alpha, defined by GS as “skill-based, active returns…in excess of…returns achieved
through passive market exposure.” (GMAS Perspectives, pg. 2) This report does not
allow a full discussion of how alpha is isolated from beta and luck. [However a
discussion can be found in All About Hedge Funds, Part IV.]
The alpha generation property of hedge funds was loudly touted for a number of years,
but the tone has declined significantly in the past few years as other benefits became
more widely discussed.
Exhibit .: Alpha Generation has Remained Strong Over Time
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V.

Flies in the Ointment of Hedge Fund Performance

The numerous research that indicates the benefits of alternative investments use
aggregate data provided by hedge fund, mutual fund and ETF data providers such as
Hedge Fund Research and Morningstar. At the aggregate level, it is relatively simple to
show the benefits of hedge funds, especially if one is able to pick a strategy or time
period that buttresses an argument. However, there is much less discussion of how
investors can actually take advantage of these benefits. In other words, how can investors
operationalize or monetize the benefits of alternative investments. Based on the reported
results, investors should be reaping large rewards for investing in hedge funds.
In point of fact, monetizing the benefits of hedge funds turns out to be an extremely
difficult task which depends on overcoming potentially crippling obstacles. Among
these, we highlight three: dispersion of results; sustainability of performance, and
performance data issues.
A.

Dispersion of Hedge Fund Returns and the Importance of Manager Selection

David Swensen and many others have pointed out the wide dispersion of manager returns
and the importance of selecting top performing managers to attain the benefits imputed to
hedge funds. In fact, Swensen clearly points out that the success of his program depends
on Yale’s ability to identify and invest in top-tier performing funds. This is borne out in
the analysis presented in the following charts which show the wide disparity of returns
between hedge funds ostensibly pursuing the same strategy. However, selecting future
winners among hedge funds (or mutual funds) is exceedingly difficult, compounded by the
fact that many of the best performing funds are either closed to new investors, require
high minimum investments and/or lock-up periods, or charge high fees.
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The Goldman Sachs research report, The Case for Hedge Funds, also recognizes the
dispersion of results among managers, as indicated in the chart below. According to
Goldman Sachs’ analysis, the average annual return of hedge funds in the top quartile
was a full 19.6% higher than the bottom quartile.
Exhibit .: Performance Dispersion Among Managers Has Been Significant

B.

Hitting a Moving Target: Lack of Persistence in Performance

Having noted the importance of selecting funds that are in the top segment of hedge
funds investors are then faced with the large amount of research that shows that ranking
of performance of both hedge funds and mutual funds are not sustainable from period to
period. Paradoxically, it turns out that the familiar disclaimer that accompanies all
performance results – that past performance is not indicative of future performance –
turns out to be absolutely true.
Again, the same Goldman Sachs research we cited above, perhaps ironically called The
Case for Hedge Funds, reports that a fund’s performance ranking in one period compared
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to its peers provides very little information content for its ranking in subsequent periods.
In other words, choosing funds on the basis of their past performance is effectively a
random process.
Exhibit .: Relative Hedge Fund Performance Has Not Been Persistent

The report summarizes these findings as follows:
Assuming that the strong performers of the past will remain at the head of their
pack in the future has historically been a mistake, precluding this approach as the
primary means to vet managers. For example, looking at data over the period
1990–2012, only 21% of first-quartile performers in one year remained firstquartile performers in the next, as shown in below. Conversely, 23% of bottomquartile performers made the top quartile the next year. (p. 7)9

9

Further research is cited in the section “Leap of Faith” below.
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VI.

A Leap of Faith: It all Comes Down to Manager Selection and

Portfolio Construction
The combination of manager dispersion and lack sustainability (when combined with the
data problems discussed below) make it appear that reaping the benefits of alternative
investments is extremely difficult, if not impossible. It is instructive to look at how
Goldman Sachs reconciles the rosy picture of hedge fund benefits with the problems of
identifying top performing managers and finding the correct asset allocation:
Key Elements of a Hedge Fund Solution
Manager Selection
Manager selection begins with sourcing. … Quality sourcing is often dependent
on the breadth and depth of the relationships an investor has established with
managers, with clients, and in the market generally…Once an opportunity is
identified, a robust evaluation process must ensue. This process should be
repeatable and scalable, and evolve over time…In many ways, due diligence is a
search for a consistent story across all areas of a manager.
The exclusion of managers from consideration can be as important a result of the
process as the selection of outperformers…Oftentimes, the evaluation process is
defined as much by steering clear of these poor investments as by making sure to
identify the most compelling of opportunities.
Portfolio Construction
It is imperative to have a robust process to generate an appropriate strategic asset
allocation consistent with the portfolio’s investment objectives and constraints
and to dynamically adjust the portfolio to respond to the shorter-term
opportunities and challenges the market will invariably produce. The importance
of the robustness, discipline and dynamism of the process cannot be understated… (pgs. 8-9)

This is not exactly a precise formula for the central tasks of manager selection and
portfolio construction; tasks which Goldman Sachs agrees are essential for monetizing
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the hedge fund “benefits.” Their proposal, which is representative of industry literature
in general, is to kick the ball down the field in the hopes that a vague, non-specific
“manager selection” and “portfolio construction” will make up for the dispersion of
manager performance, lack of persistence of results, and other problems with the hedge
fund “benefits.” However, there is strong evidence that both these tasks are virtually
impossible for most investment managers.
Difficulties in Portfolio Construction: Forecasting and Mean Variance Optimization

With the difficulties of manager selection, investment managers are forced to rely heavily
on portfolio construction, and spend enormous time and effort attempting to convince
investors of their skills in this area. The failure of portfolio optimization to provide a
solution to portfolio allocation has made portfolio construction dependent on portfolio
managers’ highly subjective assessment of economic and market outlook, leading to
widely different portfolios between various managers. 10
Asset allocation is a crucial component of building portfolios of hedge funds and of
overall investment portfolios. However, it is also extremely complex with no easy
solutions. While most experts admit the importance of asset allocation, this complexity

10

Harry Markowitz, the Nobel Prize winner, points to an endemic problem with portfolio construction
when he argues that hedge funds do not provide the diversification benefits that are routinely claimed for
them as a result of their supposedly low correlation with traditional assets. According to Professor
Markowitz, “The fact is that alternatives tend to be more volatile instruments, which makes them poor
diversifiers. An investment may have low correlations, but if its volatility is higher than average, then it’s
not going to diversify the portfolio.” “There are points in time when alternative investments can generate
attractive returns,” Markowitz states, “but when the field gets crowded and it becomes a wholesale product,
the excess return disappears and you get into trouble.” “Markowitz attacks hedge fund diversification
claims.” Kris Devasabai. Risk.net. February 26, 2014.
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means it receives more lip service that actual implementation in both the hedge fund and
investment management in general.
Broadly, there are two approaches to asset allocation: the quantitative and qualitative.
The former is based on the Capital Asset Pricing Model discussed above, while the latter
depends on subjective judgments by the portfolio manager. Both have severe limitations
that bring into question the abilities of most investment managers to overcome these
limitations. [In reality, however, the quantitative approach also depends crucially on
judgment calls at several crucial points.]
The Role of Forecasting in Portfolio Construction
“It is difficult to make predictions, especially about the future.” (Attributed to Neils
Bohr)

“The only function of economic forecasting is to make astrology look
respectable.” John Kenneth Galbraith
The point of this section is not to review the voluminous literature on the
difficulty or accuracy of economic forecasting, but to point out that crucial
elements of portfolio construction depend on forecasting, whether presented as
quantitative analysis or qualitative judgment.
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Exhibit .: Economists Can’t Forecast for Toffee

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia

The previous sections have made it clear that whether one is using a portfolio optimizer
or a more qualitative and judgmental approach to asset allocation, forecasting is a key
component of the process. The default for many portfolio builder is to project historical
analysis into the future, with the assumption that the past is an indication of future
outcomes.11
A recent paper takes financial analysts to task for misusing historical data to project
future performance. In “Pseudo-Mathematics and Financial Charlatanism: The Effects of
Backtest Overfitting on Out-of-Sample Performance,” the authors, David H. Bailey,
Jonathan M. Borwein, Marcos López de Prado, and Qiji Jim Zhu, argue at length that the

An anecdotal, but informative, book on forecasting is Fortune Tellers: The Story of America’s First
Economic Forecasters, by Walter Friedman, Princeton University Press, RRP£19.95, 288 pages
11
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typical financial model suffers from overfitting data and rarely using out of sample data,
resulting in spurious relationships and faulty forecasting. (Notices of the AMS, Volume
61, Number 5)
Unfortunately, the standard practice for evaluating future performance and benefits of
alternative investments, and indeed investing in general, is precisely to conduct extensive
analysis of historical data (often using the most sophisticated econometric models) and
project into the future based on this data. An example from the report produced by
KPMG for AIMA (The Value of the Hedge Fund Industry to Investors, Markets and the
Broader Economy) is representative of thousands of comparable analyses by academics
and industry practitioners.
The Report shows the figure below, clearly indicating that the hedge fund index
outperformed stocks, bonds and commodities between 1994 and 2011.
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Exhibit .: Hedge Fund Returns Compared to Stocks, Bonds and Commodities

Setting aside the complicating factors of hedge fund data discussed above, the report
states that this proves, with no qualification, that “The empirical results show that hedge
funds outperform the main conventional asset classes such as global stocks, bonds and
commodities. Specifically, during our sample, hedge funds deliver the highest average
return and Sharpe ratio with relatively low tail risk (see Figure 1).”
On the basis of this analysis, the report declares that hedge funds are a superior
investment choice in the future.
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I.

ASSET MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY IN FLUX

Changes in the Asset Management Industry
Congress’ decision to exempt hedge funds from key provisions of the Investment
Company Act of 1940 effectively bifurcated the asset management industry with mutual
funds, ETFs and other regulated entities on the one side and hedge funds and private
equity on the other. The result was the growth of separate organization, industry
structures, expertise, personnel, and regulation. Hedge funds were distributed largely by
third-party marketers, prime brokers, hedge fund databases and/or direct marketing by the
hedge funds themselves. 12 In contrast, mutual funds were distributed largely by third
parties, distinct from the mutual fund “producers,” primarily brokers, registered
investment advisors, wealth managers and direct employees of the mutual fund
companies.
The development of liquid alternatives had to wait for the adaptation of mutual funds and
ETFs to incorporate the attributes of hedge funds. As we explore below, the transition is
far from complete, especially in the areas of expertise and personnel, distribution and
product development.
Concentration of the Asset Management Industry
One of the most important trends in the asset management industry is the increasing
concentration of assets in a smaller and smaller number of firms. The concentration of
the mutual fund industry, while continuing apace, was largely done in the 1980s and

Prime brokers offered “capital introduction” (Cap Intro) services to hedge funds as a way of enticing
them to use that prime brokers’ services. Cap Intro involved introducing hedge funds to qualified investors
in a number of venues, including marathon conferences in exclusive retreats.
12
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1990s. The concentration process is well underway for hedge funds with the largest 10
hedge funds accounting for 13% of assets.
In fact, a handful of hedge funds, including Bridgewater Associates, Brevan Howard,
BlackRock, Och-Ziff and BlueCrest Capital Management are managing the lion’s
share of assets on behalf of pension funds, the fastest growing asset allocator to
hedge funds.
One of the key drivers for hedge fund concentration is the increasing importance of
institutional investors and the increased regulatory requirements imposed on hedge funds.
As the competition heats up for the expected flood of additional pension fund assets and
for liquid alternative investment funds, greater scale and concentration are likely to
continue, favoring the largest firms in the industry. In order to compete for institutional
funds, asset management companies (hedge funds and mutual funds) will continue to
build scale. In the race for liquid alternative investment funds, hedge funds will need to
continue to build out their retail distribution arms while mutual funds will need to
develop their personnel to execute hedge fund strategies and risk management.
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Exhibit .: Hedge Fund Assets Under Management by Investor

Fund of Funds, Multi-Manager Alternative Mutual Funds, Managed Accounts,
Platforms and Consultants
Fund of funds have seen declining assets under management as institutions and family
offices increasingly invest directly in hedge funds and bypass fund of fund vehicles. This
trend has accelerated dramatically since the 2008 financial crisis; between 2008 and 2013
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fund of fund assets under management declined by a startling 39%. 13 Continued outflows
are in large part a response to the extreme underperformance of fund of funds in the post2008 crisis period. Average fund of funds annualized returns from 2008 to 2013 were
1.55% compared to 6.88% for hedge funds, while fund of fund volatility was only
slightly lower at 4.82% compared to 5.50%. This underperformance has made the fund of
funds fee structure difficult to justify and increasing prohibitive for investors. Fund of
funds vehicles have traditionally exacted a 1% management fee and a 10% performance
incentive fee on top of the 2% management fee and 20% performance fee charged by the
underlying hedge fund that they invest in. While fund of funds still retain a number of
benefits for investors – such as access to hedge funds that are closed to new investors,
better capacity to meet investor redemptions, and expertise diligence and manager
selection – the decline in fund of funds looks set to continue. Consultants, on the hand,
have continued to see growth, largely at the expense of fund of funds. Mercer, for
example, recently reached nearly $1 billion in assets.
The fund of funds model has spilled over into liquid alternative investments, a substantial
number of whom are “multi-manager” funds, many of whom invest in hedge funds.

13

Data on fund of fund assets and performance relative to hedge funds compiled by Eurekahedge.
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